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Introduction

There is currently considerable interest in precision segmented reflectors for various future

NASA missions. Potential applications for such reflectors include submillimeter astronomical

observatories, microwave radiometers which make atmospheric measurements necessary for studying

the greenhouse effect, advanced communications antennas, and solar dynamic reflectors. The

operational requirements for some of these missions are described in references 1 and 2, while typical

structural requirements are presented in reference 3.

A study of these missions indicates that common requirements for these reflectors are high

surface accuracy and high stiffness for controllability. Numerous studies of precision reflectors

(references 4, 5, 6, and 7 for example) have shown that that the best approach for meeting these

requirements is to attach a number of thin, high precision reflector panel segments to a larger deep

truss to form the complete reflector. It is well known that trusses possess high stiffness (reference 8),

and it has been shown in reference 9 that well made trusses can provide a very precise framework for

supporting reflective panel surfaces.

A common concept for constructing precision reflectors is to attach hexagonal reflector panels to

a tetrahedral truss which has nearly equilateral triangular bays. In this paper, a rapid preliminary

design procedure is described and results are presented which indicate the major design drivers for

such reflectors. Design drivers such as weight, frequency, packaging volume, part count, and

assembly time, as related to various truss and panel input parameters, are considered. The preliminary

design procedure-developed in this paper is based on the equivalent plate theory for trusses developed

in reference 8 and verified in reference 10. Although the simple analysis used in this paper is not
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highly accuratefor predicting the natural frequenciesof smart di:_rnetertrusses,the analysisis
sufficiently accurateto permit _trapidassessmentof variousdriversfor preliminarydesignpurposes.

The alternativeto this simpleapproachis afinite elementanalysiswhich canbe timeconsumingfor

conductingconceptualdesignstudies.

The truss/reflectorsystemsconsideredin this paperare assumedto beerectedon-orbit by
astronautsor by robots. Thus, the cost and time associatedwith on-orbit constructionbecome

importantconsiderations.A majorimpedimentto theconstructionof largesegmentedreflectorsis the
difficulty andcostof fabricatinglargeprecisionpanelsegments.Forexample,highprecisionreflector

panelsarecurrently limited in sizeto 1to 2metersbecauseof thesereasons.This limitation in panel

sizeleadsto arelativelyhighreflectorpartcountwhich in turndirectly increasestherequiredon-orbit

constructiontime. As a first attemptat addressingthis problem,this paperconcludesby briefly

presentinga conceptfor afamily of largermodularpanelsegments.Thesemodulesareobtainedby

preassembling,on theground,a seriesof smallhighprecisionhexagonalpanelsinto a largermodule

supportedby astiff backupstructure.Theuseof suchpanelmodulesfor theconstructionof precision

segmentedreflectorsmaydramaticallyreduceon-orbitconstructiontime, which is perhapsthemajor

designdriver for suchreflectors.

Erectable Reflector

Description and Design. Drivers

An example of a high precision reflector is shown in figure I. This particular reflector is a 20

meter-diameter submillimeter astronomical observatory for deep space measurements of infrared radio

frequencies as discussed in reference 1. This application requires that distortions in the reflector

surface be no greater than 2 microns root-mean-square (rrns). It may not be possible to meet this

accuracy requirement passively, _md thus the required reflector surface accuracy may necessitate active

control. A research goal at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) is to achieve surface accuracies

for large segmented reflcctors on the order of 10 to 20 microns rms passively This represents about

an order of magnitude improvement over the current state-of-art for large ground application

segmented reflectors. This level of accuracy would enable the passive measurement of radio

frequencies in the 200 GHz range and would significantly reduce the amount of active control required

to obtain high surface accuracy reflectors. The achievement of such accurate reflectors requires the

development of very high precision and thermally stable truss support structures as well as high

precision and stable panel segments to foma the reflector sutfacc. Both of tl_ese considerations are part

of ongoing research activities within NASA.



A typicalreflector thatis consideredin thispaperis shownin figure2. This particularreflector
hasaneffectivecirculardiameter(thediameierof acirclewith the same area as the reflector surface) of

16.6 meters and is composed of 19 hexagonal honeycomb panels which are 4.2 meters across (corner

to corner). This is the maximum size panel which can fit into the Shuttle cargo bay. Note that

although panel size may currently be limited to 1 or 2 meters as mentioned previously, this paper

considers even larger panel sizes. As panel technology develops, larger panels (or alternatively, panel

modules as described later in this paper) may become feasible. Thus, it is desirable to understand the

design implications of a wide range of panel sizes.

The general approach for stowing an erectable segmented reflector in the Shuttle cargo bay is

shown in figure 3 where a 36 meter-diameter reflector with 4.2 meter panels is used as an example.

Packaging volume requirements as a function of reflector diameter are shown at the top of the figure.

It can be seen that the honeycomb sandwich panels dominate the volume requirements. Note that for

this panel size (4.2 meters), reflectors with a diameter greater than approximately 50 meters would

require more than one Shuttle flight, and thus might not be feasible, The ability to tightly package the

panels is a major benefit of the erectable approach to constructing large segmented reflectors. Other

packaging schemes may result in prohibitively high launch volume requirements for large reflectors.

The general scenario for constructing an erectable structure on-orbit is shown in figure 4 and is

discussed in detail in reference 11. In this scenario a mobile transporter together with two remote arms

is used to position the astronauts.

The reflector is mounted on a rotating fixture which facilitates assembly. Although it is desirable

to keep the reflector panel segments as large as possible to minimize part count and assembly time,

there are other factors which must be considered in the design1 process. For example, the fabrication

cost of very high precision reflector panels increases rapidly with increased size. Also, the panel

thickness must be greater for larger panels in order to rnaintain accuracy. This increases packaging

volume and weight. The other major factor to be considered is the overall stiffness (which affects

natural frequency) of the reflector which is provided by the truss and is required for maintaining

dynamic controllability.

The resulting design drivers for precision reflectors are weight, stiffness, launch vehicle

packaging volume, and on-orbit assembly time. It is noted that an additional design driver for

precision reflectors will be reflector surface accuracy. It is known (see reference 9) that fabrication

errors in the lengths of the truss struts directly affect surface accuracy. However, experimental data

relating nominal strut length to strut fabrication enor (and hence reflector surface accuracy) does not

exist. Furthermore, because panel technology is still developing, the relationship of panel size and

panel weight to achievable surface accuracy is not well known. For these reasons, surface accuracy is
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notconsideredasa designdriver in thispaper. Totalsystemcost,which includesfabrication,launch,
on-orbitconstruction,andlife cyclecosts,mayalsobeamajordesigndriver. However,thecostingof

suchcomplexfactorsis beyondthescopeof thispaper. Instead,themajorpurposehereis to presenta

simplepreliminarydesigncapabilitywhichwill pennitarapidrelativeassessmentof thevariousdesign

driversfor differentapplications.This capabilityis intendedto serveasanaid in conceptualdesign

parametricstudies.

_Truss Geometry Definilion and Part Count

Two geometric truss configurations that can be used for attaching hexagonal panels to a

tetrahedral truss are shown in figure 5. Both of these geometries have been considered in the past for

reflectors. In the current paper, attention is focused on the concept labeled truss B. This concept is

considered superior for segmented reflectors because of the greater degree of symmetry exhibited by

the segmented panel surface. In other words, the reflector panel geometry is closer to being circular.

It is interesting that a regular symmetric truss (truss A) results in an irregular array of panels, while the

reverse is true for truss B. The shaded regions in figure 5 indicate the definition of rings as used in

this paper. The example shown in the figure represents 3 rings of hexagonal panels. Note that ring

number 1 of truss type B is defined to include the center triangle of the truss and the central panel.

Equations defining the geometry and part count for reflectors with different numbers offings are given

in Appendix A. The part count and reflector panel geometry as a function of number of rings is shown

in figure 6. It can be seen from this figure that the number of struts and panels required for assembling

a given diameter reflector changes dramatically with the size of the individual panels used. For large

numbers of rings, the strut and panel part counts increase approximately as the square of the number of

rings.

R_fle¢|or On-orbit Assembly Time

Numerous concepts have been successfully developed lbr deploying relatively large mesh

surface reflectors in space. The meshes used in these reflectors were developed specifically to be

tightly packaged for launch and to be wrinkle free upon deployment. However, for applications

involving radio frequencies greater than about 4(1 Gtlz, continuous (non-mesh) surface reflectors must

be used to elinfinate reflective losses. This situation leads to the requirement for solid panel reflectors.

Numerous attempts have been made, and are continuing, to develop concepts for deploying solid panel

segmented reflectors. However, packaging volume constraints and mechanical complexity have to

date limited these deployable concepts to abot, t 10 meters or less in diameter. Thus, to enable the

construction of larger reflectors, erectable concepts are being considered wherein the reflector system



is actuallyconstructedon-orbit from individualtrussstrutsandreflectorpanelsegments.Theobvious

major disadvantageof this approachis the astron:mtassemblytime or robotic capability which is

required. Paststudieshaveshownthatassemblytime andeffort aredirectly relatedto thenumberof
individual elementswhich mustbeassembled.As aresult,partcount is a major concernfor large

reflectors. As wasshownin figure6, theelementpartcountincreasessignificantlyasthenumberof

ringsin areflectorincreases.In reference11astronautassemblytimeswereestimatedto beabout1/2

minute per strut, and about 10 minutesper panel. Theseestimatesarebasedon two astronauts

simultaneouslyperformingaconstruction.Usingtheseestimates,reflectorassemblytimesareshown

in figure7.

Currentspacesuit technologylimits eachindividual astronautEVA (extravehicularactivity) to
about5or 6 hours. A further limitation is that a single Shuttle flight can only support 2 or perhaps 3

EVAs. However, it is envisioned that these large reflectors will be constructed from the Space Station

Freedom where perhaps more EVA time will be available for such major construction tasks.

Assuming 10 minutes is required to assemble each panel, it can be seen from the figure that

constructing a 6 or 7 ring reflector would indeed be a large construction effort requiring 6 or more

EVAs. To improve this situation, research and development activities are underway to reduce the time

required to install individual panels from the current 10 minute estimate to 5 minutes. Such an

improvement would reduce total cortstruction time by about 35 percent. Nevertheless, the major

consideration for consu'uction time is still reducing the part count. Considering current limitations on

EVA, it appears that feasible reflectors must be limited to about 3 or 4 rings. In the next sections of the

paper, weight, stiffness, and packaging volume will be examined as aft, nction of the number of

reflector rings in order to establish sensitivities to these parameters and to explore practical limitations

on reflector sizes.

Parameters Used in Design Study

The basic structural parameters used in the preliminary design study arc shown in figure 8. The

reflector surface panels were considered to be honeycomb sandwich with graphite epoxy face sheets.

For lightly loaded sandwich panels, the maximum bending stiffness per unit weight will result when

the face sheets are as thin as possible within minimum gage constraints. The face sheet thickness was

chosen as 0.02 inches to peanit several plies of graphite epoxy to be used in the lay-up and to ensure

that dimpling of the face shcct on the honeycomb core would not be a problem for high accuracy

applications. Considerable research is being conducted on such high precision reflective panels and is

discussed in reference 12. The core thickness of the hexagonal panels was chosen such that the ratio

of panel width (corner to corner) to core thickness stays constant as panel size changes. The constant



ratio resultsin 1meterpanelsthatare 1inch thick, 2 meterpanelsthatare2 i_achesthick, andsoon.

Theincreasein corethicknesswithpanelsizewasbelievedto benecessaryto maintainpanelprecision

duringmanufacturingandduringthermalloadingwhichoccursin space.Thehoneycombcoredensity
of 2 lb/ft3 wasselectedto becommensuratewith lightweightalurninumcoresbut it wasalsoestimated

thatthis is aboutthesanaedensitythatwouldresultfor low CTEgraphiteepoxycores.

The modulusof thetrussstrutswaschosenas30million psi assumingthathigh performance,

low CTE graphiteepoxymaterialwouldbeusedfor highprecisionspacestructuresapplications.The

minimum wall thicknessof thestrutswasselectedas0.04 inchesto ensureadequatetoughnessfor
handling andassembly. The strut materialdensityof 0.06 lb/in3 waschosento be to be slightly

greaterthanthedensityof graphiteepoxyto allow for animpemaeablecoatingwhichwill mostlikely
be required for spaceapplications. Although operating loads in spaceare quite low for most

foreseeableapplications,experiencehasshownthathighlypredictableandstabletrussstructuresmust

becomposedof strut eIementswith a reasonableEuler buckling loadcapacity. For example,initial

imperfectionsin individual strut lengthscan result in residualinternal loadsin redundanttrusses.

Simil,'u'ly,variationsin strutCTEscanresultin internalloadbuildup,evenunderuniform changesin

thermalloading. Havingasensiblevalueof bucklingloadcapacityin thestn_tsminimizestheeffectof
theseinternalloadsonstructuralperfom_ance.

For the current study, the diameters of the truss struts were determined by constraining the struts

to have at least a 1000 pound buckling load capacity (Per). The value of 1000 pounds was arrived at

by conducting a sensitivity study of reflector weight as a function of strut buckling load. For example,

reducing the buckling load constraint to 250 pounds results in a weight savings of less than 5 percent.

It is believed that the constraint of 1000 pounds results in a robust strut that would be useful for both

handling and operational purposes. For applications with extreme weight restrictions, it might be

necessary to study the value of the buckling load constraint in more depth. Applying a buckling load

constraint has the additional benefit of ensuring that individual strut vibration frequencies are not

extremely low. For the 1000 Ib load constraint, a check of the frequencies indicated that for the range

of truss parameters considered in this paper, the strut frequencies are always higher than the lowest

natural frequency of the complete reflector. This is desirable because it minimizes coupling between

the local strut and global reflector modes.

The weight of the nodal joint clusters (6.6 lbs) was assumed to be the same as the joint clusters

in the precision truss discussed in reference 7, however a 50 percent weight penalty was included to

account for fixtures that would be required to attach the pane!s t° thetr(_ss. In ref-er_nce 7 the struts

and the joints are one inch in diameter. Although the diameters of the truss struts considered in this

paper vary from about one inch to two inches, the joints are considered to be the same for all trusses.
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Thejustification for this is that thetrussesareextremelylightly loadedand thushigh stressesin the

joints will notoccur. For thisreason,whenstrutslargerthanoneinchin diameterareconsidered,they

areassumedto betaperedattheendsto allow interfacingwith aoneinchjoint.

Preliminary Design Aoproach

A primary purpose of this paper is to present a rapid procedure for evaluating reflector design

drivers for different values of truss and panel input parameters. No attempt is made to optimize the

reflectors, since it is extremely difficult to establish an absolute objective function. Instead, the

perceived reflector design drivers are calculated and an attempt is made to present these in a fashion

that gives insight into which are the major drivers and to determine what can be done from a conceptual

point of view to improve the overall design. As mentioned previously, the design drivers considered

in this paper are: weight, Shuttle packaging volume, reflector lowest natural frequency (stiffness), and

on-orbit assembly time. In the design of space structures a natural frequency requirement is difficult to

establish. Generally there is a requirement that the lowest natural frequency of the spacecraft be kept

above the control bandwidth frequency which in most cases is readily achievable. Aside from this

requirement, it is generally accepted that stiffer is better from an overall performance point of view.

Because there are generally no precise frequency requirements established for reflectors, simple and

approximate methods were used for the frequency analyses of this paper. The emphasis of the

preliminary design approach presented here is upon speed and ease of use rather tfi_m refined accuracy.

FreauencY AnalYsis

The method of frequency analysis used herein is summarized in figure 9. The truss/panel

reflector system is considered dynamically as an equiwdent flat circular sandwich plate. It is shown in

reference 5 that the effects of curvature are negligible on the lowest natural frequency of a free-free

reflector. As in reference 8, the stiffness of the upper and lower surfaces of the truss are treated as

isotropic faces and the equivalent properties for the face modulus,.thickness, and Poisson's ratio are

given on the left of figure 9. The resulting expression for the plate bending stiffness (D) of an

equivalent sandwich plate is given in the upper right of the figure. The weight per unit area for the

truss is simply the total weight of the truss (struts + nodes) divided by the reflector area. The lowest

natural frequency of the rcflector (f') is given by the equation in the lower right of the figure, and is the

lowest free-free frequency of a circular plate as given in reference 13. Results from this analysis were

compared with more accurate results from a finite element analysis and the correlation is given in

Appendix B. It is noted that the maximurn diameter (Dmax) of the reflector surface was selected for

use as the circular platediameter in the preliminary design analysis. The maximum diameter is

equivalent to the maximum dimension of the reflector. This selection was made only because it
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providesbettercorrelationwith themorerefinedfinite elementanalyses.An alternativeto usingthe
maximumdiameterwould be to usethediameterof a circle having thesameareaasthe reflector

st,rface. The circular plate frequencyis a function of the squareof the diameter,and usingthe
maximum diametercan be shown(seeequationsin Appendix A) to decreasethe resulting plate

frequencyby approximately20percent.As discussedin AppendixB, transversesheafingandrotary
inertia effectsaresignificant for trusseswith a low numberof rings, and the maximumdiameter
selectionwasmadein aheuristicsenseto somewhataccotmtfor these.Thesimplifiedanalysisusedin

thispaperisconsideredquiteadequatefor preliminaryconceptualdesignstudiesbecauseall trendsare

accuratelypredictedfor practicalnumbersof trussrings. It is notedthattheexactsurfaceareais used

for weightcalculations. Also, reflectordiametersarereportedaseffectivecircularareadiametersto
bestindicatethewavecollectioncapabilityof aparticularhexagonal-segmentedreflectorsurface.

Compuler Program

To obtain numerical results for a wide varicty of reflector parameters, a preliminary design

computer program was written in Macintosh Microsoft Basic and a complete listing is presented in

Appendix D. Self descriptive variables were used when possible in the program, and numerous

comment statements are included. A simple flow chart of the program is given below.

INPUT REFLECTOR PA RAMETERS
Panel face sheet - Thickness,densiiy
Panel core - Density

Strut - Density,modulus
Node weight
Strut buckling load constraint value
Frequency design constraint (if desired)
Effective diameter of reflector

Nu mber of reflector rings

Weight of node
Normalized truss depth parameter (see Appendix B)
Number of truss rings
Strut Initial Thickness

CA L C ULA TE
Panel width

Length of strut
Core thickness

Number of struts, nodes, and panels
Maximum reflector diameter

Diameter of strut from Euler buckling eqt!atio!) _ ...,
W-dlgN (o-T-panel s;- -

Weight of struts
Total weight of reflector _
Truss bending stiffness from equation, in figure 9



Reflectorfrequencyfromequationin figure9
Volumeof struts and panels

CHECK FREQUENCY CONSTRA INT
Increase strut wail thickness (0.001 in. increments)

Recalculate weight and reflector frequency
Repeat until design frequency is met

0 UTP UT RESULTS

Output results to 19" monitor, allow viewing of several variables-simultitncously
Import results to plotting program for graphical interpretation

Preliminary Design Sludy resulls

The above program permits a wide range of reflector parameters to be studied and iterated upon

in a relatively short period of time. A variety of reflector parameters were studied and selected results

are presented in the following sections to demonstrate the usefulness of the computer program and to

compare different design drivers.

Reflector Weight as a Function of Reflector
Diameter for Fixed Pane! Size (,1.2 meter,__

To examine the weight of precision reflector strt,ctures over a wide range of sizes, the

preliminary design procedure was applied to reflectors up to 100 meters in diameter. For these

reflectors, the panel size was chosen to be fixed to the maximum size panel which can fit in the Shuttle

cargo bay (4.2 meters), so as to minimize p:_rt count and on-orbit assembly time. The reflector

weights are shown in figure 10 and indicate that large diameter reflectors are extremely heavy and are

dominated by panel weight. On the other hand, reflectors 40 meters in diameter and smaller have

weights which are less than one half of the Shuttle weight limit, and thus from a weight point of view

z_ppear to be practical. The need for more than one Shuttle flight, due to weight or volume

considerations, may or may not be crucial to reflector design.

Figure 11 shows the lowest natural frequency of the reflectors examined with the fixed panel size

of 4.2 meters. The lowest natural frequency is relatively low for larger reflectors. For some

applications it may be necessary to constrain the lowest nt_tural fiequencies to higher values for control

purposes. To achieve higher natural frequencies it will be necessary to provide a stiffer support truss.

In the next section, constraining the lowest n_ttural frequency to a higher value is shown to

significantly increase the weight of the support truss.
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Reflector Weight as a Function of Number of
Rings for Fixed Diameters (15. 20. an_l 40 m)

To investigate the effect of panel size and of a frequency constraint on reflector design, three

reflector diameters were chosen for study; 15, 20, and 40 meters. For each of these diameters the

reflector weight was determined as a function of the number of reflector rings in order to determine the

effect of panel size on reflector design. Recall that panel size decreases as the number of rings for a

fixed diameter reflector increases. For each fixed diarncter, reflector weight was examined both with

and without a constraint on the lowest natural frequency of the reflector. Detailed listings of the

computer generated results for each diameter are presented in Appendix E.

15 Mel_r-Diameter Refleclor: In figure 12 weight results are shown for a 15 meter-diameter

reflector as a function of the number of rings. As indicated in the figure by the heavy solid curve, the

reflector weight is not a strong fimction of the number of rings. The reason for this is the offsetting

weight trends exhibited by the panels and the truss as a function of number of rings. The total panel

weight decreases as the number of rings increases while the weight of the support truss increases. The

panel weight decreases because the panel thickness is constrained to be a linear function of panel size

to maintain stiffness for surface accuracy. Reflectors with larger numbers of rings have panels which

are smaller in diameter which can hence be thinner and lighter. The truss weight increases as the

number of rings increases primarily because of the larger number of truss joints required. As shown

by the equations in reference 12, for large diameter reflector trusses, the number of joints increases

approximately as the square of the number of rings. For an unconstrained 15 meter-diameter reflector,

the minimum total weight of about 2400 pounds occurs for a 3 ring reflector. However, very little

weight penalty would result by using a 2 ring reflector with larger panels. For a 2 ring reflector the

weight of the truss is 500 pounds, abot, t 20 percent of the total reflector weight. Such a 2 ring truss

has 45 joints which weigh 300 pounds and 156 struts which weigh 201) pounds.

For a small number of rings the individual panel size is large and the part count is relatively low.

As the number of rings increases the panel size decreases and the part count increases significantly. As

mentioned previously, for on-orbit construction considerations it is desirable to keep the part count

low, but practical manufacturing considerations may limit the size of individual panels. For a 15

meter-diameter reflector, considering a discrete number of rings, the best panel size from an assembly

point of view would be..8 meters (N=2). This is the largest panel size for this case which can fit in

the Shuttle cargo bay. For a 2 ring reflector, 19 panels would have to be assembled on-orbit as

indicated in the figure. If the maximum panel size ",,,'ere limited to 2.1 meters, the number of panels to

be assembled would more than triple to 61. This would have a significant impact on assembly time as

was shown in figure 7.
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As the numberof rings increases,the total reflector weight increasesand the trussbending
stiffnessdecreases.As a result, the lowest natural frequency of the reflector decreases. This is shown

by the dashed line in figure 13. To compare the fixed 15 meter-diameter reflectors on an equal

stiffness basis, the lowest natural frequency of the reflectors with a higher number of rings (N > 2)

was constrained to that of the 2 ring reflector (f = 29.9 Hz). To meet this frequency constraint, the

truss strut wall thickness was increased to obtain the desired stiffness. As can be seen by the heavy

dashed line in figure 12, the total weight does not increase dramatically for N=3 and N=4. However,

for N=5 the reflector weight is approximately double the minimum weight of 2400 pounds. For this

case, the weight of the truss necessary to meet the frequency constraint begins to dominate the total

reflector weight. Thus, in reflector designs with stringent frequency requirements, there will be a trade

to be made between panel size (nun_ber of rings) and total weight and reflector construction time. An

alternate, lower weight penalty approach for increasing the frequency is to increase the truss depth.

This approach is discussed in Appendix C.

20 Meier-Diameter Refleclor: Weight trends for a 20 meter-diameter reflector are shown in

figure 14. The trends are similar to those for the 15 meter reflector shown in figure 12. The minimum

weight for the 20 meter reflector is about 4200 pounds and occurs for thc case of 4 rings. The

maximum size panel that can fit in the Shuttle cargo bay for a 20 meter reflector is 3.6 meters, and

occurs for a 3 ring truss. The number of panels required to assemble the 3 ring 20 meter reflector (37)

is nearly double the number required for the 2 ring 15 meter reflector (19). To compare the effect of

smaller panel size on reflector weight on an equal stiffness basis, the reflector frequency was

constrained to be that of the frequency for the 3 ring reflector (f = 16.3 Itz). With this constraint, for

example, a 6 ring reflector weighs about 6300 pounds which represents a 50 percent weight increase

over the 3 ring reflector.

40 Meter-Diameter Reflector As a final example, the weight trend for a very large reflector (40

meter-diameter) is shown in figure 15. The minimunl weight for the 40 meter reflector is about 17,000

potmds for an 8 ring reflector. The largest reflector panel for this case that will fit in the Shuttle cargo

bay is 3.9 meters and this occurs for a 6 ring reflector. From figure 15, it can again be seen that the

total weight is not strongly sensitive to the number of rings. Thus, very little weight penalty would

result from selecting the 6 ring reflector to reduce part count and minimize on-orbit assembly time. For

this case, a frequency constraint corresponding to the 6 ring reflector (f = 4.3 Hz) was applied.

Again, the application of such a constraint significantly increases the total reflector weight as the

number of tings increases.
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Design Drivers For a 20 Meter-Diameter Refle_'i0r

To determine which of the four design drivers (weight, frequency, packaging volume, and on-

orbit assembly time) will dominate the final reflector design, the fixed 20 meter-diameter reflector was

used to examine in further detail how each driver varies with panel size (or number of rings). For the

20 meter reflector, the four design drivers were examined for reflectors having 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

rings. Sample results of this investigation are prescnted in figure 16 for 3, 5, and 8 rings. The

number of panels and struts is also presented in the table since these directly influence the assembly

time and will have a major impact upon reflector fabrication costs. Since these design drivers are so

different in nature, a complete mission system and costing study would have to be conducted to

compare them for the purpose of an absolute design decision. However, considerable insight into

which of the drivers are dominant can be obtained by comparing them on a non-weighted, normalized

basis. This has been done and the results are presented in figt,re 17 for a range of number of reflector

rings from 3 to 8. This range is considered because for less than 3 rings the individual reflector panels

are too large for packaging in the Shuttle cargo bay, and for a large number of rings the assembly times

become prohibitive.

For each parameter in figure 17, the results have been normalized with respect to the minimum

value of that parameter in the range of rings considered. These curves present a relative comparison of

the maximum variation of the all the drivers over a practical range of interest. For example, it can be

seen that the weight varies by 30 percent and the volume varies by 70 percent over the range. The

frequency increases by a factor of 2.5 over the minimtma value while the assembly time is six times as

large for 8 rings as it is for 3 rings. All of these trends favor the smaller number of rings except the

packaging volume. Recall that a larger number of rings resuhs in thinner panels which have a smaller

packaging volume. In figure 16 it can be seen that the worst case volume (a 3 ring, 20 meter reflector)

is approximately one sixth the volume of the Space Shuttle cargo bay so it is unlikely that volume will

be a major design driver. The most likely major driver of the four considered in this paper is on-orbit

assembly time. It can be secn from figure 17 that this driver has the most rapid variation over the

range of rings considered. Thus, it would seem that attention should be focused upon developing

reflector concepts with a minimtlm numt',er of rings which kccp within the packaging constraints of the

Space Sht_ttle cargo bay. In the next section a new modtJlar reflector concept is presented for

constructing reflectors with fewer numbers of rings (reduced part count) that would require less

assembly time.

12



Panel Module Con..,¢epl

As indicated previously there arc practical constraints such as mant, facturing difficulty and cost,

on how large individual panels can be fabricated. Thus, it may not be possible to individually fabricate

to required accuracies some of the larger panels (> 2 meters) considered in this paper. To circumvent

this problem, it is considered desirable to develop panel assemblies (herein called panel modules) made

up of smaller single hexagonal panels. The geometries developed for these two new panel modules (3

hexagon modules and 7 hexagon modules) are shown in figure 18.

For the geometries shown, both the single panel and the panel modules attach to the same size

truss at the same three points and each has the same area. In addition, each of the concepts shown in

figure 18 can be used to form sirnilar hexagonal shaped reflectors as shown in figure 19. The panel

modules are basically crenelated hexagons since on a global scale they possess the same geometric

characteristics as a single hexagon panel. The use of these built-up modules would have the effect of

significantly reducing the nurnber of components that would have to be assembled on orbit as

compared with single smaller hexagon panel construction. Existing technology could be used to

fabricate the smaller single panels which would make up each module. An example of how the use of

modular panels can reduce part count and assembly time is shown in figure 19 for the case of an 8 ring

reflector that is constructed from 217 single hexagon panels. Using 3 panel modules to construct the

same reflector results in one fourth as many parts while using 7 panel modules results in one sixth as

many parts. This reduction in part count results in a factor of 5 reduction in on-orbit assembly time.

Further development and study of the panel module concept is currently underway.

(79neluding Remarks

A simplified preliminary design method for precision reflectors has been presented and

demonstrated. This design method is approximate but provides the capability for a rapid assessment of

a wide range of reflector parameters as well as new structural concepts and materials. Four major

design drivers for precision segmented reflectors (weight, packaging volume, stiffness, and on-orbit

assembly time) were studied. A concept for a new family of hexagon panel modules which may

pemfit a significant reduction in reflector part count was introduced. From the results presented, the

tbllowing conclusions can be drawn:

1) The weight of segmentcd reflcctors is not a strong function of the number of tings over practical

ranges (with perhaps the exception of reflectors with a high natural frequency constraint). This is a

result of the fact that the support truss and the reflector surface panels have offsetting weight trends as

the number of rings increases. However, total reflector weight will be a major factor in the

3



performance of a complete spacecraft and accordingly efforts should continue to reduce reflector

weight.

2) Launch vehicle reflector packaging volume is dominated by the surface panels rather than the

truss struts. The packaging volume of a 20 meter reflector is only one sixth of the Space Shuttle cargo

bay volume. For a reflector of fixed diameter, packaging volume is the only parameter (of the four

considered) which decreases as the number of rings in a reflector increases. This is because a larger

number offings results in smaller and hence thinner panels.

3) Constraining the lowest natural frequency of a reflector to some minimum value requires a stiffer

reflector support truss. Such a constraint can significantly increase the total reflector weight if the

stiffness is obtained by adding material to the truss struts. The lowest natural frequency of reflectors

can be increased with a smaller weight penahy by increasing the depth of the support truss (see

Appendix B), however, the lack of specific design requirements on frequency make it difficult to study

frequency as a design driver. Truss stiffness could be a major factor if rapid reflector slewing

maneuvers are required. In this case a deeper truss n-fight be beneficial.

4) On-orbit assembly time increases dramatically with increasing numbers of rings in a reflector.

For example, a 3 ring reflector would require about 2 Shuttle based astronaut EVAs while a 6 ring

reflector would require about 6 EVAs (possibly a prohibitive number).

5) A normalized comparison of perceived design drivers as it function of the number of reflector

rings indicates that on-orbit assembly time will be a major design driver. Attention should be focused

upon developing concepts for minimizing the nunaber of rings in a reflector while staying within the

packaging size limitations of the Space Shuttle or other applicable launch vehicle. Although the

emergence of automated in-space assembly methods may reduce the importance of assembly time

lines, it is likely that reduced part count will still provide an improved assembly scenario.

6) By using panel modules which are buih-up flom a series of smaller single hexagon panels, the

potential for significantly reducing reflector part count and assembly time exists. Further development

of this concept should be pursued to enable the practical application of such modules.

14
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Figure 1. 20 Meter-Diameter Submillimeter Astronomical Observatory.
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Appendix A: Reflf¢10r _ Part Count and Geomelry

In this Appendix, tables are presented which give the tetrahedral truss and corresponding

segmented reflector component part count and geometry. The equations presented here were

developed in reference 14. They have been reproduced_for the convenience of tile reader, The

nomenclature "Truss A" and "Truss B" refer to the reflectors shown in figure .5.

Figure A1 shows component counis for the panels,= struts, and nodes which compose the two

types of tetrahedral trusses shown in figure_51 Co_pohent counts are g_ven for the truss surface (the

portion of the truss which interfaces with the reflector panels), the truss core, and the truss bottom.

Figure A2 shows panel and reflector geometrical relations for the two lypes of trusses.
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Appendix B. Analysis Comparison

As discussed previously, the frequency analysis used in the preliminary design method was

selected on the basis of simplicity and ease of use rather than high accuracy. However, to provide

insight into the range of applicability of the method, a comparison was made with essentially exact

results from a finite element analysis. The example chosen for compariso n was a reflector with the

strut length fixed while the number of rings was varied from 2 to 8. The reflector input parameters

were as follows:

- Strut length
- Strut diameter
- Strut will thickness

- Reflector mass per unit area

- Node weight
(no attachment penalty)

78.74 it1 (2 m)
1,0 in (2.54 cm)
0106 in (.0236 cm)

0.82 lb/ft 2 (4 kg/m _)
4.4 lbs (2.0 kg)

The strut modulus and density was the same as presented in figure 8. The finite element analysis

was conducted using MSC/NASTRAN. Since only the lowest free-free natural frequency was

investigated, rod elements were used for the truss. The results of this comparison are presented in

figure B I.

Again, the maximum diameter of the reflector panel surface was used in the prelim_inary design

analysis to heuristically improve the overall comparison. The maximum diameter of the reflector is 10

percent greater than the effective circular area diameter for any number of rings as can be seen from the

equations presented in reference 14. Since the frequency varies as the square of the diameter, the use

of the larger maximum diameter results in decreasing tt_e frequencies by approximately 20 percent.

This decrease was found to yield a better correlation between the finite element and preliminary design

- results. The proper diameter to use for a large number of rings would probably be the effective

diameter that provides the correct mass moment of inertia of the reflector about a maJ'ordiameter.

However, for a low number of rings there is no simple approach to rationally account for transverse

shearing and rotary inertia effects which begin to influence thc response.

The curve labeled stiff core in figure BI represents a finite element analysis where the core

members were intentionally made extremely stiff in order to eliminate transverse shearing effects. This

accounted for about one half of the difference between the finite element results and the simplified

analysis for a small number of rings. T'he remainder of the difference is believed to _e causedby the

neglect of rotary inertia effects in the preliminary design analysis. A one-dimensional truss beam was

studied to explore this effect. For the one-dimensional beam, it was relatively simple to eliminate

38
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rotary inertia effects from the finite element analysis. Resuhs of those studies indicated that indeed

rotary inertia effects were the primary difference in the analyses.
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Appendix C: Effect of Core
Depih on Reflec(or Weight

As was mentioned previously, the application of a frequcncy constraint to a Segmented reflector

with a fixed panel size can result in a significant weight increase. The reason for this is that the

increase in truss stiffness requiredto raise the natural frequency is usually obta.]ned by adding more

material to the s_ts.: In general this is an inefficient means for achieving stiffness. An alternate

approach is _to hold the length of the truss surface struts fixed while increasing the length of the truss

core struts (core struts connect the upper and lower truss surfaces). This increases the truss depth (and

stiffness) with very little increase in truss weight. To explore this approach, equations were developed

for the equivalent plate stiffness (D) and total strut length (Lstrut) of trusses with core members of

different length than the surface members. These equations are presented in figure C1, and are

included in the preliminary design program in Appendix C. Beta = 1, corresponds to all struts in the

truss being equal length (core strut length = surface strut length). Truss depth increases linearly with

beta.

An example of how increasing the core depth can reduce reflector weight for frequency

constrained reflector designs is shown in figure C2 for the 20 meter reflector of figure 14. For a seven

ring truss doubling the truss depth reduces the total reflector weight by approximately 50 percent. For

smaller numbers of rings the weight savings are not as great, This approach should be seriously

considered as an alternative to adding more material to the truss _truts.
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APPENDIX D. Reflector Preliminary Oeslan Prooram

SEGMENTED REFLECTOR WEIGHT, DISCRETE RINGS -

'TRUSS STRUCTURE WITH HONEYCOMB PANELS

Programmed in Microsoft Quick Basic---
---Macintosh Version---

WEIGHT = Wpanels + Wstruts + Wnodes

Wpanels = Wcore + Wf_ace sheets
Sul:_scripts c - Core, f- Face Sheets, s - Struts

.... PRINT OUTPUT TITL_%S-=TO SCREEN***

'--NOTE-- Print title statements must be outside Data loop so they are only printed once
WRITE " N"," DEF","Wcore"." Wfaces"," Wstruts","Wnodes","WT","
NPNLS"," f"," B"" LStr "," DStr"," AStr"," TC","
PRINT

.... SET UP OUTPUT FILE*.._*

OPEN "SEG3:IEF.WT.DATA. i6" FOR OUTPUT AS #1

T$=CHR_;(9): ' Define ASCII Tab Chal'acter for Column Spacing n Files
.... PRINT OUTPUT TITLES TO FILE'**

PRINT #1, "Rings";" DEFF, m";T$;" Wpanels";T$;" WTRUSS":T$;" WTRUSSu-ncon";T$;"
WEIGHT,Ib";T$;"WEIGHTuncon";T$;" WovA,kg/m^2";T$;" Nstrut";T$;" Nnodes";T$;

PRINT #1," Npanels";T$;" frequency";T$;" frequncon";T$:" B,m";T$;" LStrut, m";T$;"
• A "DStrut, in";T$;" Astrutjn 2 ;T$; TCore,in";T$;" TStrut,in";T$;" VOLOVCB*

WovA","NSTRUTS","NNODES","
TS"

'***INPUT QUANTITIES*** (To be modified for each program run)
' " UNITS OR COMMENTS*

TF=.02 " ' Face Sheet-'i:hickness, Inches

RHOF=.06 • ' Face Sheet Density ,Ibs/in^3

RHOC=2"(1/1728) • ' Core Density, Ibs/ft^3 converted to Ibs/in^3

'TS---NOTE--- TS Must be inside N Data loop because of Frequency resizing constraint

ES=3E+07 • ' Strut Modulus, psi

' Strut Density, Ibs/in^3

' BucKling Load Constant In Struts, Ibs.

' Design Frequency, Hz

RHOS=.06 •

PCR=I000 •

FD=2g.g:

DE FF= 15"3.28084"12

WNODE=4.4*I.5 " '

Beta=l

P1=3.14159

SQG=386^.5 .

'Effeciive Diameter of Hexagonal Reflector, meters converted to inches

Node Weight, Ibs.---50% Weight penalty for panel attachment hardware---

Normalized Truss Depth (Beta=l For AI Equal Length Struts)

Square Root of gravitational constant g

DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13.14: ' Input For Number of Rings, N
FOR I=1 TO 14

READ N

TS=.04 • ' Strut Initial Wall Thickness, Inches
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.... BEGIN CALCULATIONS***

B=DEFF/(3*SQR(3)/(2"PI)*(3*N*N+3*N+I))^.5 " ' Panel Maximum Diameter, inches

'B=165.35 ' Alternate input to fix panel size--must comment out DEFF input above

TC=B/(3.28084*12) :'TC is in inches; ..... B/TC=constant--(TC=l inch For 1 meter Panel)

LS=SQR(3)/2*B: ' Strut Length, inches
NSTRUTS=27*N*N+24*N

NNODES=6*N*N+g*N+3

NPANELS=3*N*N+3*N+I

'*SL is the Total Length of the Struts in truss, inches*

SL=(18*N*N+l 5*N)*LS+(O*N*N+9*N)*LS*((I+2*Beta*Beta)/3}^.5

AREA= 3*SQR(3)/8*B*B*(3*N*N+3*N+I): ' Total Area of Hexagonal Panels

DEFF=B*(3*SQR(3)/(2*PI)*(3*N* N+3*N + 1 ))".5

DMAX=B*SQR(3*N^2+3* N+I )

WCORE=AREA*RHOC*TC: ' Total Weight of Panel Core, pounds

WFACES=2*AREA*RHOF*TF: ' TotalWeight of Panel Faces, pounds

WNODES=NNODES*WNODE: ' Total Weight of Nodes, pounds

DS=2*(PCR*LSA2/(PI^3*TS*ES))^.3333333: ' Diameter of Strut, inches

WSTRUTS=PI*SL*RHOS*DS*TS: ', pounds

WEIGHT=WCORE+WFACES+WSTRUTS+WNODES: ' Total Weight of Reflector

Dt=l.732051*PI/4*ES*DS*TS*LS*Beta*Beta: 'Bending Stiffness of Truss
F=(4*.8357*SQG/(DMAX*DMAX))*SQR(Dt/(WEIGHT/AREA)):'Frequency of Reflector, Hz

AREAST=PI*DS*TS:' Cross-SectionalArea of strut (approximate)

.... RESIZING LOOP IF DESIGN FREQUENCY CONSTRAINT ACTIVE***
DIS=DS-2*TS: ' Inside Diameter of Strut

' Save WSTRUTS , WEIGHT, & F as unconstrained values for printing before resizing
WSTRUTSuncon=WSTRUTS

WEIGHTuncon=WEIGHT

Funcon=F

WHILE F-FD<0: '- ....... Frequency constraint
DS=DS+.001: '- ....... Hold inside diameter constant and increase outside diameter

AREAST=PI*(DS*DS-DIS*DIS)/4: '- .... Use exact area calculation for strut
WSTRUTS=SL*RHOS*AREAST

WEIGHT=WCORE+WFACE S+WSTRUTS+WNODES

Dr= 1.732051/4" ES*ARE AST* LS ° Beta* Beta

F=(4*.8357*SQG/(DMAX*DMAX))*(Dt/(WEIG HT/AREA))^.5

TS=(DS-DIS)/2
WEND

"Calculate WovA the Mass per Unit Area of Reflector in Kg/m^2 *

WovA=(WEIGHT/2.2)/(PI*(DEFF/(12"3.28084))^2/4): 'Kg/m^2

'*Calculate volume of panels and truss divided by Shuttle cargo bay volume*
VOLOVCB=(AREA*(TC+I.5)+NSTRUTS*DS^2*LS)/t.7E+07:'1.5" added to TC for packaging penalty

.... PRINT TO SCREEN***

' *Note, DEFF,B, and LS Converted Back to Meters For Printing*

PRINT USING "##"; N,

PRINT USING "######"; DEFF;(t2*3.28084),

PRINT USING "#######"; WCORE,WFACES,WSTRUTS,WNODES,WEIGHT,

PRINT USING "######.#";WovA,
PRINT USING "########";NSTRUTS,NNODES, NPANELS,

PRINT USING "#####.#"; F,B/(3.28084*12),LS/(3.28084*12),

PRINT USING "#####.##"; DS,AREAST,TC,

PRINT USING "#####.###"; TS

4.5



PRINT " _.........
'PRINT VOLOVCB: '*Oplional screen print statomenl; Eliminate leading colon to print*

.... PRINT To FILE""
PRINT #I, USING "###### &"; DEFFI(12°3.28084),T$,

PRINT #1, USING "####### &":

wC_RE+wFACES_T$_wsTRUTS+wN_DES'T$_wSTRUTSunc_n+wN_DES_T$_WE_GHT_T$'wE_GHTunc_n_T$_
n°PRINT #1, USING "######.# & ,WovA,T$,

PRINT #1, USING "########&";NSTRUTS,T$,NNODES,T$,NPANELS,T$,

PRINT #1, USING "#####.# &"; F,T$,Funcon,T$,B/(3.28084*12),T$,LS/(3.28084*12),T$,

PRINT #1, USING "####### &"; DS,T$,AREAST,T$,TC,T$,

PRINT #1, USING "#####.###&"; TS,T$,VOLOVCB

NEXT I

CLOSE #1
END
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